**scooter QuickStart guide**

Refer to owners manual for complete assembly instructions.

- **charge 6-8 hours before first use**
- **re-charge immediately after each use for 6-8 hours**

**front wheel assembly**

1. Insert safety washer into fork.
2. Guide brake rotor into slot, then center front wheel.
3. Securely tighten axle nuts on both sides.

**handlebar assembly**

1. Carefully insert handlebar. Avoid pinching brake cable or wiring.
2. With supplied wrench, snug stem bolt. Do not fully tighten until step #6.
3. Put handlebar into upright position.
4. Securely lock quick release.
5. Hold front wheel in place, then align handlebar with wheel.
6. **Tighten bolt fully**

Check to insure bars are secure before you ride.

**seat assembly**

1. Insert seat tube into frame.
2. Tighten clamp bolt securely.
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